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Lithium

From Exploration to End-user
9-10 April 2018

The Geological Society of London, Burlington House

Our understanding of the different deposit types for lithium, methods of processing,
requirements of end-users, and potential long term environmental impacts of mining and
using lithium are becoming increasingly important.
This 2-day conference will bring together individuals from the full value chain of lithium
including:
• Industry
• Academia
• Exploration
• Mining
• Policy makers
• Remediation
• Processing • End-users

Convenors:

Further information:

Sarah Gordon (Satarla / The Geological Society)
Daniel Smith (The University of Leicester / MDSG)
Julian Aldridge (Wood plc / IOM3)
Jeremy Wrathall (Cornish Lithium)
Ali Dai (Chengdu Chemphys Chemical Industry)

For further information about the conference
please contact:

Confirmed Speakers:

Event Partners

Jeremy Wrathall (Founder and CEO Cornish
Lithium)
Ali Dai (Chengdu Chemphys Chemical Industry
Co., Ltd)

Georgina Worrall, Conference Office,
The Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG
T: 0207 434 9944
E: georgina.worrall@geolsoc.org.uk
Web: www.geolsoc.org.uk/lithium18
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Lyell Meeting 2018
Mass extinctions: understanding the
world’s worst crises
7 March 2018
The Geological Society, Burlington House
The study of mass extinctions is one of the most
interdisciplinary research areas within Earth and
environmental sciences. Recent, major advances
have come from a broad spectrum of fields,
including atmospheric modelling, high-precision age
dating, volcanology, geochemistry, stratigraphy and
palaeontology. The 2018 Lyell Meeting aims to
highlight these achievements and showcases the
improved understanding we now have of the great
environmental catastrophes of the past. The
Meeting aims to encompass the full spectrum of
crises seen in the Phanerozoic fossil record.

Convenors:
Paul Wignall (University of Leeds, UK)
Dave Bond (University of Hull, UK)

Keynote Speakers:
Prof Mike Benton (University of Bristol)
Dr Sofie Lindström (Geological Survey of Denmark
and Greenland)

Further information:
For further information about the conference please
contact:
Naomi Newbold, Conference Office, The Geological
Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG
T: 0207 434 9944
E: naomi.newbold@geolsoc.org.uk
Web: www.geolsoc.org.uk/lyell18
Follow this event on Twitter #lyell18

Corporate
Supporters:

Registration Now Open

Convenors:

Advances in Production
Geoscience as an enabler for
maximising economic recovery
and ensuring a future for the UKCS

Caroline Gill
Shell UK Limited
Matt Brettle
Statoil Production UK
Jon Gluyas
University of Durham

5-7 June 2018

Convenors:
Helen Doran
Ola Geoscience –
Chair

Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen

Jon Gluyas
Durham University
Alison Aulde
Diageo

Interplay of heatflow,
subsidence and
continental break-up:
a case study workshop
8-9 October 2018

The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

Alex Bump
BP

John Underhill
Heriot Watt University

John Underhill
Heriot Watt University

Call for Abstracts – Deadline: 20 April 2018

Sasha Brune
GFZ-Potsdam

Cliff Lovelock
Shell UK Limited

Confirmed
Keynote Speaker:

Corporate
Supporters:

The 2018 Lyell Meeting provides a platform to
assess the current stratigraphic and geochemical
records of environmental change during mass
extinction events and the role of atmospheric
climate modelling in understanding the causes of
the crises. The goal is to evaluate the relative
importance of environmental changes in major
episodes of species extinctions, and to further
explore the mechanisms that link these proximal kill
mechanisms to the ultimate drivers, such as large
igneous province eruptions and meteorite impacts.
This will be a rare opportunity to hear research
developments happening in diverse disciplines
applied to all mass extinction events.

Out of adversity comes opportunity. A significant change is required in the North Sea petroleum industry to
keep it profitable and growing, and geoscience has the opportunity to lead the way in delivering this change.
New plays, fields, technologies and alliances are required in order to increase recovery and reduce the cost
of delivering hydrocarbons. In 2014 the Maximising Economic Recovery UK report suggested that 12-24bn
barrels of oil equivalent remained to be produced from the North Sea. This conference aims to show how
geoscience is helping to develop and recover as much of this remaining hydrocarbon as possible. It will
showcase the range of solutions maximize economic recovery from the UKCS.

Richard Collier
University of Leeds
Tiago Cunha
IGI
Jonathan Hull
Ophir Energy
Randall Kelly
Woodside Energy

In the past decade significant advances have been made in the understanding of the evolution of rifted margins.
It has nonetheless proven difficult to match models of heatflow and subsidence during and after continental breakup with well data, seismic observations and field studies.

• Near Field Exploration

• Shallow gas (fuel source) and water (for injection)

Nick Kuznir
University of Liverpool

• Short radius sidetracks

• Novel drilling technology as an enabler for difficult
geology

The aim of the meeting is to bring academia and industry together, particularly structural geologists and petroleum
systems analysts with the aim of defining a common understanding of the data, models and challenges faced by
the different disciplines interpreting and predicting structural evolution, heatflow and subsidence.

Paul Hatchell
Shell

• New field developments

Ken McDermott
Ion

Glen Brown
OGA

• Infill drilling

• Exploiting difficult fluids

• The value of surveillance

• Use of new technology or first application of
technology to the UKCS

The workshop will take the form of keynote presentations followed by case studies in the following themes:
• Mechanisms of rifting and continental break-up
• Observations from borehole and high quality deep seismic data
• Challenges faced by petroleum systems analysts in applying models to real data.

Iain Bartholomew
Siccar Point

• Production from secondary reservoirs

Julian Moore
APT

Al Tucker
Shell

Graham Yielding
Badleys
Chris Andrews
Statoil
Event Sponsor:

Specific themed sessions may include:

• Existing infrastructure - hosts for new opportunities,
making it last longer, novel maintenance,
alternative uses (wind/CO2 disposal)

• Enhanced Oil and Gas recovery
• Adding value from co-produced fluids
• Decommissioning

The focus of the meeting will be on Geoscience, Reservoir Engineering and Petrophysics with the recognition
that successful integration across the subsurface and surface disciplines is at the heart of a successful shift in
future fate of the UKCS.

For further information please contact:
Sarah Woodcock, The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG.
Tel: +44 (0)20 7434 9944

Mike Norton
Greenwich Tectonics
David Quirk
University of
Manchester
Mark Thompson
Exploration Excellence
Gareth Roberts
Imperial College
London

The committee now invite submissions of case studies to supplement these themes and are particularly interested
in examples where the current models do not adequately describe the observed data or examples where there
are observed spatial and temporal variations in heat flow and subsidence along a continental margin. The case
studies need to be data driven either seismic, wells or both. The workshop will also have dedicated break-out
session where participants can discuss the issues outlined in the case studies, discuss potential solutions and
then report back to the main meeting. We anticipate this workshop will be the impetus for cross-disciplinary
research, follow-up workshops and a later conference.
The committee look forward to you joining us on the 8-9 October 2018 to participate in what promises to be an
exciting and stimulating workshop.

Call for Abstracts:
Please submit paper contribution to sarah.woodcock@geolsoc.org.uk by 20 April 2018.

For further information and registration please contact:
Sarah Woodcock, The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG.
T: +44 (0)20 7434 9944 or email: sarah.woodcock@geolsoc.org.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience

www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum
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GEOSCIENTIST WELCOME

~

LOOK UNDER THE SINK. ONE DAY THERE WILL
APPEAR (UNBEKNOWN) THE LAST BOTTLE OF SOME
CLEANING PRODUCT THAT YOU WILL EVER BUY

~

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK:

Last words on the cross

P

latypus is extinct. After 223 continuous months, this
issue’s Prize Crossword (p. 19) will be the last to
appear in Geoscientist. As he slithers back to
his natal creek, he would like to thank all his faithful
regulars, all who have ever sent in a completed grid,
or struggled and failed.
The disappearance of the crossword, three months in advance
of my own as Editor, has put me in mind of sudden extinctions,
and their signature in the record. This was a very hot topic
during my formative research years in the early 80s, the subject
of an influential paper (see Further reading) by Phil Signor and
Jere Lipps of the University of California, Davis, and an object
lesson in how something that was actually blindingly obvious
was only widely perceived thanks to a new and fruitful theory.
Before the discovery of the famous iridium layer at the top of
the Cretaceous, and the realisation that a massive asteroid impact
may have caused an instantaneous mass extinction, everyone
believed in gradualism. Until that moment, palaeontologists
didn’t think any more about it when they saw taxa petering out,
as expected, before the Paleocene. But Signor & Lipps realised
(and proved it by use of the mathematicks) that even sudden
disappearances can seem gradual, where sampling is rare.

Men who noticed things

As usual though, you don’t need maths. Read this month’s
obituaries. Perhaps you knew one or more of these men,
as I did. Did you see them on the very day they became
extinct? Or did you reflect sadly, as their bell of quittance
was heard in the gloom, on the last time you had met,
phoned or received an email? Just like a rare fossil taxon
in the sedimentary record, they lived continuously, but
only put in an appearance occasionally. Their last
appearance in the fossil record of your memory therefore
happened some time before they actually drew their
last breath.
The same phenomenon happens in reverse – gradual
appearance, rather than disappearance – under your sink.
One day there will appear (unbeknown) the first ‘last
bottle’ of some cleaning product that you will ever buy. I
will probably buy more bleach before I snuff it, but – hand
degreaser? I’m not so sure. Now that I am locked out of the
engine compartment of my jalopy by its manufacturer, I
never use it. My last Swarfega may already have been
bought. Silver polish might be next. These analogies
illustrate what is now called the ‘Signor-Lipps Effect’.
Sudden extinction only looks sudden among taxa that
appear in every bed – like microfossils. They all vanish
together. Rarer fossils’ – like dinosaurs’ - last appearance
onstage, however, nearly always predates their actual
‘final curtain’.
So, farewell, sweet monotreme. Touch Signor-Lipps
and part.

FURTHER READING
◆ Signor, P W and Lipps J H 1982: Sampling bias, gradual extinction patterns
and catastrophes in the fossil record. GSA Spec. Pap.190: 291-96.
◆ G ould, S J 1996: Dinosaur in a Haystack, in book of that name, Penguin
Science p147

DR TED NIELD NUJ FGS, EDITOR - TED.NIELD@GEOLSOC.ORG.UK

@TedNield @geoscientistmag
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GEOSCIENTIST SOCIETY NEWS

SOCIETYNEWS

What your society is doing
at home and abroad, in
London and the regions

Fellowship Renewals

PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES

Every year at this time we remind Fellows to renew their Fellowship
for the current year, or face being struck off – with the subsequent
inconvenience of having to re-apply, writes Richard Hughes, Executive
Secretary.
For the Society, late payment results each year in additional costs and
administration. In this economic climate we must ensure that optimum use is
made of Society resources and we rely on the support of Fellows to achieve
this. Time is running out for you to renew your Fellowship. To ensure that
you continue to support and belong to your professional body, please renew
today, preferably online via the web site; or you can call Burlington House and
ask for the Fellowship Department.

Society Discussion Group

Speaker: Charlotte Bishop (Geological Remote
Sensing Group)
Date: Wednesday 28 March
Programme
◆ Afternoon talk: 14:30pm Tea & Coffee: 15:00
Lecture begins: 16:00 Event ends
◆ Evening talk: 1730 Tea & Coffee: 18:00 Lecture
begins: 19:00 Reception

Further Information

Programme: 2018
Meetings of the Geological Society Discussion Group (formerly the
Geological Society Club) are 18.30 for 1900, when dinner is served.
Attendance is open to all members of the Society. For up to date information
concerning topics for discussion and speakers, please go to W: bit.ly/2qIhMtu.
◆T
 uesday 24 April – Burlington
House
◆ Thursday 14 June – Athenaeum
◆W
 ednesday 12 September - Gay
Hussar
◆ Wednesday 24 October – Bumpkins

Satellite Top Trumps:
the geological edition

◆W
 ednesday 5 December –
Athenaeum
◆P
 lease contact Sarah Woodcock
for more information and to make
a reservation.
E: sarah.woodcock@geolsoc.org.uk

Please visit www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsllondonlectures18.
Entry to each lecture is by ticket only. To obtain a
ticket please contact the Society around four weeks
before the talk. Due to the popularity of this lecture
series, tickets are allocated in a monthly ballot and
cannot be guaranteed.
Contact: Sarah Woodcock, The Geological Society, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BG,
T: +44 (0) 20 7432 0981 E: receptionist@geolsoc.org.uk

ELECTIONS TO COUNCIL 2018-2019
The October issue of Geoscientist invited Fellows to nominate
new members of Council for election to succeed those who
will be retiring at the Annual General Meeting on 6 June 2018.
Subsequent calls were made in the email newsletter.
Nine nominations have been received for the seven vacancies. It
is important that Council is representative of the views and diversity
of all the Fellowship so Fellows are urged to participate in this
preliminary ballot which will determine the list for the formal vote at
the Annual General Meeting.
The process for the election of members of Council is set out
at section 6 of the Bye-laws and that for the election of Officers at
clause 9.2.
This year we have again commissioned the highly respected
Electoral Reform Services (ERS) to manage the ballot for Council
on behalf of the Society. ERS is the UK’s leading independent
ballot services provider, and has extensive experience of
overseeing ballots for a wide range of organisations.
All Fellows for whom we have an email address should already
have received voting information direct from ERS. All other Fellows
should have received a postal ballot pack. If you have not heard
from ERS via email or post, or would prefer to receive a postal
06 | MARCH 2018 | WWW.GEOLSOC.ORG.UK/GEOSCIENTIST

ballot pack, or have any other difficulties casting your vote, please
contact Stephanie Jones (stephanie.jones@geolsoc.org.uk) at
the Society.
The candidates’ election statements, together with information
about the background of continuing members of Council, are
included in this issue of Geoscientist and in the postal ballot packs,
and can also be viewed on the ERS website when you log in
to vote.
Online voting closes at 23.59 on Saturday 31 March 2018. Postal
ballot forms must be sent to ERS (not to the Society) and must
arrive by Saturday 31 March.

ONLY FELLOWS OF THE SOCIETY ARE
ELIGIBLE TO VOTE

The Council elections are your opportunity to choose who should
serve on Council to best represent the interests of all Fellows and
to shape the future of the Society. Fellows may wish to make their
choices having regard to the area of expertise of the continuing
members of Council which are shown on the tables below.
Biographies of members of Council are at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/biographies.

GEOSCIENTIST SOCIETY NEWS

Continuing members of Council 2018-2019
Members of Council retiring at the Annual
General Meeting on 6 June 2018

Continuing members of Council 2018-2019
Name

Expertise

Background

Name

Mr John Booth

Engineering Geology

Industry

Dr Jason Canning

Petroleum Geology

Industry

Ms Lesley Dunlop

Geomorphology

Academe

Dr Sarah Gordon

Mining, Meteoritics, Risk

Industry

Mr Graham Goffey

Sedimentology,
Palaeontology,
Palaeoenvironments

Industry

Ms Naomi Jordan

Marine Geophysics

Dr Robert Larter

Expertise

Background

Mr Rick Brassington

Hydrogeology

Industry

Mr Malcolm Brown

Petroleum Geology

Industry

Miss Liv Carroll

Mining

Industry

Dr Marie Edmonds

Igneous Petrology,
Volcanology, Geochemistry

Academe

Mrs Tricia Henton

Environmental Geology

Retired

Academe

Dr Jennifer McKinley

Geographical Information
Science and Geostatistics

Academe

Sedimentology

Government

Professor Christine
Peirce

Marine Geophysics

Academe

Dr Colin North

Contaminated land,
Geotechnical engineering

Academe

Dr Sheila Peacock

Geochemistry

Government

Mr Nicholas Reynolds

Environmental Geology

Industry

Prof Nick Rogers

Hydrogeology

Academe

Prof Katherine Royse

Engineering Geology

Government

Mr Keith Seymour

Hydrogeology

Retired

Miss Jessica Smith

Engineering Geology

Industry

Mr John Talbot

Engineering Geology,
Geotechnical engineering

Retired

Dr Alexander
Whittaker

Tectonics and Landscape
Dynamics

Academe

Officers 2018/19 – notification
At the AGM (6 June 2018) Fellows will be asked to elect the
following members of Council as Officers for 2018/2019:
President: Prof Nick Rogers. Vice-Presidents: Mr Keith Seymour,
Mr John Talbot.
Secretaries: Dr Colin North, Prof Katherine Royse, Dr Alexander
Whittaker. Secretary, Foreign & External Affairs: Dr Sarah Gordon.
Treasurer:

Supporting statements for Council nominees
Election to Council
would provide
an opportunity
to represent
students, graduates
and early career
geoscientists. An
election to Council
would ensure there
is a spokesman for the future of young
R THOMA
M
S

OUSE
CKH
BA

members within The Geological Society,
able to voice ideas, concerns and further
enhance the capabilities of the GS to
support and benefit all members.
An election to Council would also provide
an opportunity to liaise with academic
institutions and commercial enterprises
alike, seeking to better provide careers
advice, prospects and networking to
members, particularly young fellows.
I am a 25-year-old geologist with a
1st Class degree in Geosciences. After

university, I moved to Cornwall to become
a Mining Geologist, initially tasked with
innovating the process of identifying risk
from historical mining activity. In 2015, I
founded Terrafirma Search Ltd, focused on
providing solutions to better understand,
manage and resolve the risks the
ground poses across the UK, winning an
‘Outstanding Achievement’ industry award
in 2017. I have provided over 500 hours of
CPD to professionals, public and academics
and pursue a personal ambition to provide

▼

➤ Thomas Backhouse
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➤ Andrew Bloodworth
DR
AN EW BL

ORTH
DW
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Proposer: Bryan Lovell
Supporters: John Ludden and Edmund Nickless

➤ Prof James Griffiths
OF
PR JAMES

A Fellow of 38
years standing,
and having worked
in industry and
academia, my focus
will be on endorsing
the aspirations
of professional
geologists through chartership and RoGEP,
promoting university degree recognition by
the Society, and supporting geology as a
career choice. I also believe the Society has an
important role in influencing Government policy
on a host of environmental and development
issues. Finally, I want to uphold the Society in
maintaining its outstanding record for world
class scientific publications.

Career
1973-76 Secondary school teacher, Geology
and geography.
1976-79 research student
1979-93 Industrial engineering geologist up to
Technical Director level.
1993-2015 Plymouth university: lecturer; Head
of Geology; Dean of Research.
2015- present: consultant; writer/editor (e.g.
EGSPs 27 & 28); keynote speaker; member of
GSL committees and EGGS Working Parties.
Qualifications
BSc Geography and Geology, Bedford College
London (1973)
PhD Engineering Geomorphology, King’s
College London (1983)
FGS (1980), CEng (1985), CGeol (1991),
EurGeol (2002), RoGEP Adviser (2011),
Principal Fellow HEA (2013), Glossop Medallist
(2013)
GSL Committee membership
Books Editorial Committee (since 2000);
QJEGH Board (various periods since 2001);
Chair of the Engineering Group 2006-8
(committee member 1997-2008); Science
Committee (2006-8); Southwest Regional
Group Committee (1994-2002).
Proposer: George Fookes
Supporters: David Shilston and David Giles

➤ Prof Chris King
PROF C
HR

Ever since leaving
diamond prospecting
in the 1970s, I have
been trying to bring
the fascination of
geology to a wider
audience, first as
a geology teacher,
then as a geology teacher trainer, then
by leading the Earth Science Education
Unit offering professional development
to thousands of teachers across the UK,
and now as Emeritus Professor of Earth
Science Education at Keele University.
By becoming a member of Geological
Society Council, I hope to carry this
message forward, whilst contributing to
the educational impact of the Society.
I have flown the flag internationally,
by leading the development of the
International Geoscience Education
Organisation and currently by Chairing
the IUGS Commission on Geoscience
Education and the EGU Committee on
Education. Nationally, I work with the Earth
KING
IS

Proposer: Michael Stephenson
Supporters: Ian Selby & Robert Ward

I’m standing for Council
because my skills
and experience will
complement those of
continuing members.
My contribution would
be to support our
basic sciences, help
integrate even further
the geological disciplines and communicate
them to: other scientists; the public; and, most
importantly, children, who could become
scientists. I would bring a cross-disciplinary
international view to Council.
I was elected a Fellow of the Society more
than 50 years ago (at a very young age) but am
still working full time in a paid job.
My career includes many employment
sectors: jobs at BGS, BP and Reading
University. In 2003 I joined NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Caltech. I am still there.
I joined the Society’s Science Committee in
2014 and am still a member. Previously, I served
on the Accreditation Panel and the Awards
Committee. I am on the Geological Society
Discussion Group Committee and formerly was
Geochemistry Group Chair.
Please don’t let my location deter you. I have
many collaborations with British and French
institutions and coordinate those visits with
GSL business. I have attended every Science
Committee meeting since I was appointed.
I think I can contribute and make a
difference on Council and hope you think
so too.

PROF MAX

IFFITHS
GR

As BGS Director for
Minerals and Waste,
I am responsible for
BGS activities related
to mineral extraction
and geological
disposal of radioactive
waste. Experience
of these contentious uses of the subsurface
has taught me that good decision-making
requires independent, authoritative scientific
information and advice. I believe that the
Society has a major role to play by facilitating
science debate in these areas. Using its
unique status and considerable academic/
professional expertise, it should proactively
inform policy makers and civil society on
geoscience-related topics, including those
seen as controversial.
I have been a Fellow since the early
1990s and a Chartered Geologist since
1996. For the last decade I have been a
scrutineer for Chartership applications and
have mentored a number of applicants. I have
also served on the Society’s Chartership
Appeals Panel. I strongly believe in a robust
and transparent process for our Chartership
candidates, and in the value of Chartership in
the individual and collective development of
our profession. Elsewhere, I am an Associate
Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute
and a founder member of the UK Minerals
Forum. I represent BGS at the Confederation
of British Industry Minerals Group and
the Mineral Resources Expert Group of
EuroGeosurveys.

➤ Prof Max Coleman
AN
LEM
CO

a platform for young geoscientists to create,
be free-thinking and to innovate, further
benefiting the commercial and academic
opportunities within Geoscience.

GEOSCIENTIST SOCIETY NEWS

Proposer: David Shilston
Supporters: Peter Styles and
Richard Fortey

➤ Dr Bryne Ngwenya
DR BRYNE

I discovered geology
at the age of 10, from
the BBC documentary
‘Restless Earth’. The
fantastically exciting
concepts of plate
tectonics that it
described have inspired

me ever since.
The Atlantic Ocean has widened by a
metre since then, and geology has taken me
all around the world. As an undergraduate
student I worked at an iron mine in Western
Australia, hunted alluvial diamonds in the
Kalahari and mapped Triassic reefs in the
Dolomites.
After a PhD on the Mesozoic of Spain, I
lectured at Berne University whilst developing
sedimentary models in the Florida Everglades
and the Swiss Molasse Basin that have been
applied by researchers across the globe.
I joined industry as a seismic interpreter
in 1991, working as a geologist and
geophysicist in Europe, Africa, the Americas
and the UK, where I now manage North Sea
production for Italy’s second largest E&P
company. I became a Chartered Geologist in
1993 and recently joined the Society’s Audit
Committee.
Geology inspires young people whilst
illuminating our planet’s history and its future.
Equally, The Geological Society must honour
its traditions whilst adapting and modernising
to engage with a rapidly changing world. I
would be honoured to help find its path.
Proposer: Kitty Hall
Supporters: Iain Bartholomew and V Paul Wright

➤ Dr Helen Smyth
DR HEL
EN

Helen Smyth is a
Geoscience Advisor
at Exploration Insights
part of HalliburtonLandmark. In addition to
sitting on the Exploration
Insights management
team, she is responsible
for Landmark’s university outreach programs
globally. Through this role, Helen seeks to build
closer ties between academia and industry.
Helen serves on the Petroleum Geoscience
Advisory Board at both Royal Holloway and
Imperial College London.
Helen is a field geologist by background
and has undertaken numerous expeditions in
Indonesia and the Canadian Arctic. SourceYTH
SM

Proposer: David Manning
Supporters: Elizabeth Copland and
Alan MacDonald
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to-Sink investigations were the focus of much
of Helen’s early research career following her
PhD and Post-Doc at Royal Holloway and
subsequent geologist role CASP.
Helen served on the Petroleum Group
Committee of the Geological Society
between 2010 and 2016, and held the role of
Publications Secretary. Through this role Helen
has co-convened four conferences and edited
two Geological Society Special Publications.
outreach and engagement with the next
generation of geoscientists would be of benefit
to the Society.
Proposer: Michael Simmons
Supporters: Lawrence Cowliff and
Owen Sutcliffe

Endorsed by Council
➤ Prof Robin Strachan
OF
PR ROBIN

I am passionate about
developing the role
and importance of the
Geological Society as
the pre-eminent face
of geosciences in the
UK, and to serve on
Council would be a privilege. I am currently
Professor of Geology in the School of Earth
& Environmental Sciences at the University
of Portsmouth, recently having stepped
down after 10 years as Head of School. I
have been a Fellow of the Geological Society
since 1983 and a Chartered Geologist. I
served on the Editorial Board of the Journal
of the Geological Society 1997-2005 and
was then Chief Editor 2005-2011. I was
awarded a Coke Medal in 2012. Since 2012,
I have served as on the Books Editorial
Committee as one of the Society’s Books
Editors. In January 2018 I commence a
four-year term as an Editor of the Geological
Society of America Bulletin.
I have a particular knowledge of, and interest
in, scientific publishing as a result of my
extensive editorial experience supporting
and managing the Society’s flagship
journal, and assisting in the development of
Special Publications (co-editing three) and
Memoirs. This experience coupled with my
international contacts means that I would be
able to serve Council and the Society very
effectively.
HAN
RAC
ST

NYA
WE
NG

I have been a Fellow of
the Society for 15 years
and while my activities in
that time have focused
on academic research,
my passion is to see this
research translated into
practice in order to further the aims of the
Society. By serving on Council, I hope to
promote and support policies that encourage
closer collaboration between practitioners and
academics, and use the Environment Network
as a vehicle for hosting events that enable
this close collaboration. Being of Malawian
descent, I would also be particularly interested
to be involved with the External Relations
Committee.
I am a Reader in Microbial Geochemistry at
the University of Edinburgh. I am also currently
Head of the Earth & Planetary Sciences
Research Institute, one of three institutes that
make up the School of Geosciences.
I have been a Fellow of the Geological
Society since 27 November 2002. I am
currently a co-opted member of the Science
Committee in my role as Convenor-designate
of the Environment Network.
I am currently not a member of any specialist
group, but have a network of former students
who work in the commercial-environmental
and mining sectors, which informs my
research.
Qualifications: BSc Geochemistry (Reading,
1987), PhD Geochemistry (Reading 1992).

➤ Mr Nigel Platt
T
LAT
LP

Science Teachers’ Association and
the WJEC exam board. I have chaired
the Geological Society Education
Committee in the past and been a
member of the more recent iteration
of the Education Committee as well.
I currently Chair the Earth Science
Education Forum, bringing together
representatives of organisations
interested in geoscience education
across the country.
As a new Council member, I will hope
to develop closer links between the
professional geological community and
education at large.

Proposer: Michael Fowler
Supporters: Malcolm Whitworth and
Richard Teeuw
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GEOSCIENTIST SOAPBOX

What do mentors
want to know?
There is a widespread mistaken belief that mentoring is simply
a kind of ‘on-the-job training’, says John Arthurs*

Wish list

The resulting ‘wish list’ of 251 bits of learning,
information and skill provides a sample
of problems that experienced geoscience
mentors would most like to solve. Apart from
a number of questions about chartership itself
(8%), the overwhelming majority wanted to
find out about interpersonal mentoring skills,
processes and structure (92%).
All in our sample are very experienced and
well-qualified applied geoscientists.
The average length of professional practice is
21.1 years (range: 8 to 46 years). The average
number of qualifications is 3.4 each - most
having a masters’ degree and another
specialist qualification. The gender balance
is 25.9% female to 74.1% male. About 89%
are in civil engineering, hydrogeological
and environmental organisations, while the
remaining 11% are in oil and minerals.

About 15% want to know about process
and structure, “...a strategy for mentoring,
including how to prepare for meetings”
Over 40% want to remedy skill deficits.
Among these confidence is the major issue for
8.0%. One person, with a hint of desperation,
asks: “What level of responsibility do I have
to my ‘mentee’?”, and another reflects, “...
worried I didn’t know what I was doing.”
Yet another, representing 7.2%, remarks:
“I find it difficult to discuss challenging
behaviours and issues”. Nearly 6.0% worry
about how to motivate people who are
resistant to chartership. Other commonly
desired skills are managing the mentoring
relationship and mentees’ expectations (6.8
%) and managing time in an already busy
schedule (6.4%). A relatively small number
of people (5.9%) realise that the core coaching
skills of questioning and listening lie at the
heart of mentoring and want to know more.

High anxiety

Expressions of anxiety and frustration run
through the responses. It is abundantly
clear that the great majority of these very
experienced and otherwise successful
geoscientists have found themselves in a
mentoring role while feeling that they do not
fully understand how to mentor effectively.
Interactive training and discussion can
provide the answers that will make mentoring
the richly rewarding experience it should
be. The Geological Society workshops
produced satisfaction scores in anonymous
exit questionnaires of between 94% and
100%. If you have questions about mentoring,
you would be most welcome at one of our
workshops.

Skills deficit

Just over a third (36%) want some generic
guidance, such as, “... awareness of techniques
to assist individuals in meeting their full
potential”, “... a clearer understanding of
the differences between mentoring and
coaching”, and, “Where is the line (if any)
between technical and personal mentoring?”
10 | MARCH 2018 | WWW.GEOLSOC.ORG.UK/GEOSCIENTIST

SOAPBOX
CALLING!
Soapbox is open to contributions
from all Fellows. You can always
write a letter to the Editor, of
course: but perhaps you feel you
need more space?
If you can write it entertainingly in
500 words, the Editor would like
to hear from you. Email your piece,
and a self-portrait, to
ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk.
Copy can only be accepted
electronically. No diagrams, tables
or other illustrations please.
Pictures should be of print
quality – please take photographs
on the largest setting on your
camera, with a plain background.
Precedence will always be given to
more topical contributions.
Any one contributor may not
appear more often than once per
volume (once every 12 months).

~

I

n the Civil Service they used to call
it “Sitting with Nellie”, which meant
learning from someone who had more
experience. If you have ever been
in this situation, you will know that
“Nellie” needs not only experience but also
something more. However, if you do have
that additional knowledge and skill, then
mentoring can be one of the most rewarding
experiences in your whole career.editors.
Over the last two years The Geological
Society has delivered a programme
of training workshops specifically for
geoscience mentors. All participants were
senior geoscientists, mainly those mentoring
younger professionals through chartership.
Before each workshop they filled in a
questionnaire, which asked: “With what
ideas, information &/or new skills would you
like to leave this workshop?”

INTERACTIVE
TRAINING AND
DISCUSSION CAN
PROVIDE THE ANSWERS
THAT WILL MAKE
MENTORING THE RICHLY
REWARDING EXPERIENCE
IT SHOULD BE
JOHN ARTHURS

*To contact John Arthurs
E: jwarthurs@ntlworld.com

~

Petroleum Group Medal &
Young Petroleum Geoscientist Award
Nominations
Nominations for the Petroleum Group's annual awards are now open.
Petroleum Group Medal Award
The Petroleum Group Medal (formerly Silver Medal) is an annual award presented
to individuals with a geoscience background who have made outstanding
contributions to the petroleum industry. It can be awarded for excellence in
petroleum geoscience and/or management of oil-finding activities. The winner will
be presented with the medal at the Petroleum Group Annual Dinner on 21st of June
2018.
Young Petroleum Geoscientist Award
The Petroleum Group makes an award each year to recognise young talent, the
future of our industry, through the Young Petroleum Geoscientist Award.
Nominees should be under 35 and either have already made a significant
contribution to the understanding of petroleum geoscience or be an emerging
talent who is making a significant impact in the field. The winner will be presented
with the medal at the Petroleum Group Annual Dinner on the 21st June 2018.
Submissions must be made by 30th March 2018

For further details please visit the Petroleum Group web pages:
https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/pg_awards or contact Sarah Woodcock
(sarah.woodcock@geolsoc.org.uk)

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

Latest news from the Publishing House
Jenny Blythe has the latest from the Geological Society Publishing House

A New Look for Petroleum Geoscience
Petroleum Geoscience seeks to report new understandings and transferable
knowledge in the detection, characterization, exploitation and monitoring of
sub-surface resources and reserves. Over the past decade, the reserves
studied in our articles have come to include alternative earth-energy systems
and repositories for the geological sequestration of carbon. To highlight this
expanded scope, the strapline ‘The international journal of geoenergy and
applied earth science’ has been introduced.
The journal will continue its commitment to the traditional area of submissions;
the title remains the same, however will also welcome papers that deal with
non-petroleum, sub-surface geoenergy systems. We expect this to be a
busy arena of future geoscience with these topics already a common theme
in submissions. We hope that you welcome this expansion of the journal’s
mission statement, and enjoy reading about the application of the rock- and
ﬂuid-related disciplines to all geoenergy systems in Petroleum Geoscience.
The ﬁrst 2018 issue of Petroleum Geoscience has now been published online
and includes part I of the thematic set on ‘Tectonics and Petroleum Systems
of East Africa’.
 Available in the Lyell Collection: http://pg.lyellcollection.org
 View the Best of Petroleum Geoscience Collection:
www.lyellcollection.org/cc/the-best-of-petroleum-geoscience-collection
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COAL, WATER AND

ENVIRONMENT

Lauren Ballarini*
describes
the watermanagement
of a UK surface
coal mine in a
Special Area of
Conservation
Author:

* Lauren Ballarini is Associate Director,
Wardell Armstrong LLP.

E: lballarini@wardell-armstrong.com
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A

lthough deep-mined coal
is a thing of the past in the
UK, and geological attention
tends to focus instead upon
remediating its centurieslong legacy, opencast mining for coal
still goes on, under strict environmental
controls. As a recent Editorial pointed
out (Geoscientist 27.05 June 2017), it is
unlikely that permission would ever
be granted to opencast for coal in, for
example, a National Park or under
Chatsworth House, but given the proper
safeguards it is still given. But can the
public rely on the assurances of the
miners? For it is also true that, in the
past, many remediation promises have
proved hollow – often in the area of
hydrology and hydrogeology.
Things have come a long way since
the era recalled in that editorial - but
how far? We may, I think, be able

to judge from my experience gained
recently at an opencast mine in
Leicestershire, just outside the village
of Measham, exotically called Minorca
(because it occupied the site of a former
underground mine of that name).
The question facing UK Coal
(later UKCSMR) – and us at Wardell
Armstrong – was this. Would it be
feasible to operate a surface coal
mine to extract remaining reserves,
in the catchment of a Special Area of
Conservation (SAC), without damaging
it? This conundrum first arose in
1994. Initial geological information
indicated that the site was favourable
for economic opencasting (Figure 1).
However, the site was bisected northsouth by a watercourse called the
Gilwiskaw Brook.
This, and a smaller unnamed
tributary in the site’s eastern part,

~

THE QUESTION FACING US WAS THIS. WOULD IT BE
FEASIBLE TO OPERATE A SURFACE COAL MINE TO EXTRACT
REMAINING RESERVES, IN THE CATCHMENT OF A SPECIAL
AREA OF CONSERVATION (SAC), WITHOUT DAMAGING IT?

~
Photo:
Chatsworth House,
Derbyshire, UK

Photo: ©Shutterstock / david muscroft

Operation

In 1994, UK Coal began the long
journey from resource modelling
through to the reality of seeing the
mine produce first coal in 2013.
Geological investigations continued
through 2006 and 2008, resulting in

a resource estimate of 1.25Mt of coal
from the 130-hectare site. Excavation
- up to 53m deep - would occur to the
west of the Gilwiskaw Brook (Photo 3).
The eastern part, where Coal Measures
occur at depth in a steeply dipping
syncline and have been subject in the
past to extensive deep mining, would
be used for storing the overburden - up
to 20m thick on the site’s south side,
and consisting of a mixture of Triassic
sediments, alluvial deposits and made
ground.
Alluvial deposits occurred along
the length of the Gilwiskaw Brook,
changing from predominantly silty
and sandy deposits in the north to
clayey material with Triassic gravel
and cobbles in the south. The Brook at
one point cuts down into the Triassic,
and where it exits the site, in a channel
about three metres deep, Triassic strata

lie exposed in the bed. Within the
Minorca site, these Triassic strata were
of the basal Moira Breccia Formation
of the Sherwood Sandstone Group –
one of Britain’s greatest aquifers - and
consisted mostly of red marls with clay,
gravel and sand.
The main target seams (called Main,
Little Woodfield and Lower Main) lay
amid grey shales and mudstones with
thin coals. There were no significant
sandstones to deal with; though in the
northern portion of the excavation,
old mine voids were encountered,
generally at c. 10 – 15m below ground
level (bgl).

Groundwater

So much for the solid geology – but
what about the groundwater?
The water table in the alluvial
deposits generally lay between 3.5 –

▼

fed into the River Mease which, with
its tributaries, constitutes an SAC,
designated for its population of Spined
Loach (Cobitis taenia) and Bullhead
(Cottus gobio). Since operating the
surface mine would require dewatering
– i.e., abstracting groundwater and
discharging it – would we be able to
balance the needs of both miners and
environment?
What we found was that, by dint of
careful operation and monitoring, the
answer could indeed be yes. So how
was it done?
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Figure 2:
Groundwater
elevations in
the alluvials
compared to
surface water
elevations in the
Gilwiskaw Brook

4.5m below ground level, and existed
in continuity with the water flowing in
Gilwsikaw Brook. Groundwater flow
was, we found, strongly influenced
by the stage of the Brook, and rainfall;
though as a general rule, the alluvium
received recharge from the Brook in the
northern part of the site, and provided
baseflow to it in the southern part
(Figure 2).
Groundwater in the Moira Breccia lay
generally between 2.5m - 5.0m below
ground level, and was also in some
continuity with both the alluvium and
the Brook itself (Figure 3). Generally,
groundwater flow within the Moira
Breccia was directed towards the SE,
controlled by the sub-horizontal dip of
the strata, striking NW-SE.
Within the Coal Measures,
groundwater (at between 9.5 and 20m
down) was controlled largely by the
old workings, though here too the
general flow direction was southeastwards. Regionally, as deep mining
has ceased in the South Derbyshire
Coalfield, groundwater levels have been
rebounding (though there was no sign
of this at Minorca). This means that
generally, poorer quality, metal-rich,
saline groundwater has of late been
coming into contact with overlying
aquifers.

▼

Figure 1:
Site location
and layout plan.
Circles identify
borehole and
surface water
monitoring
locations. Black
= Coal Measures,
Orange = Moira
Breccia, Blue =
Alluvials

Abstraction plan

Figure 3:
Groundwater
elevations in the
Moira Breccia

The Environment Agency and
Natural England were concerned
about deteriorating water quality in
the Gilwiskaw Brook. Additionally,
because of the hydrogeological
connection between the alluvium,Moira
Breccia and surface water, they feared
that dewatering the excavation could
lead to the base flow reversing and
the Gilwiskaw Brook being drained.
Clearly, abstracted water from the
site could not be allowed to pollute
the River Mease, so it would have to
be pumped to Water Treatment Areas
(WTAs) for settlement and, if required,
additional treatment, before being
allowed into the Gilwiskaw Brook.
During the planning process,
Wardell Armstrong provided enough
evidence (through groundwater and
geochemical modelling) to satisfy both
the Environment Agency and Natural
England that neither scenario was
likely, and that they could be avoided
by careful monitoring and management
of both groundwater and surface water

GEOSCIENTIST FEATURE

at the site. In 2011, we developed an
operational Water Management Plan
(WMP) to allow this monitoring and
management to be put into action at the
site. This detailed the data relating to
groundwater and surface water-levels,
flow and quality that would be collected
throughout the mine’s operation and
restoration phases (Figure 8).
Flow-monitoring was needed to
detect any impending reversal of
groundwater flow, within the Moira
Breccia or alluvium, well before it had
time to affect the Gilwiskaw Brook.
Quality monitoring was needed to
give advance warning should the
hydrochemistry of groundwater
abstracted from the Coal Measures
start to differ from the baseline in
the geochemical model (and thus
potentially negatively affect the
quality of water in Gilwiskaw Brook
when discharged).
The Coal Authority worried that
the Minorca pit could act as a sump
for regionally rebounding deep
groundwater, thus ‘sucking in’ poorer
quality groundwater. Groundwater
modelling, undertaken during
planning, had suggested that this was
unlikely; but just in case, two ‘sentient’
boreholes, CM2 and CM8, were
installed on the western site boundary,
equipped with continuous level, pH
and conductivity meters, to provide
ample warning of advancing poorer
quality groundwater.

Figure 4: Groundwater elevations in the Coal Measures

Data

▼

So, our modelling done, contingencies
identified and with monitoring in
place, UK Coal were ready to begin
the operation. Groundwater level data
from the Coal Measures clearly shows
the start of dewatering, in July 2013, as
levels begin to fall in the monitoring
wells installed in the Coal Measures
(Figure 4). Excavation progressed
generally from west to east, and CM2
(on the western site boundary) first
registered drawdown from resultant
dewatering. As the excavation
moved east, groundwater levels in
this borehole began to recover, from
November that same year.
Flow from the excavation was
measured continuously, and found to be
generally about 10 – 15 litres per second
(L/s) - a combination of groundwater
inflow and rainfall. Numerical models
made during the planning

Figures 5&6: Groundwater quality and elevations data for CM4
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▼

phase had predicted groundwater
flows of 5 – 10L/s, and with rainfall, of
up to 20L/s on average. Occasionally,
higher flow-rates (40 and 41L/s) were
recorded; but these were all the result of
particularly heavy rainfall (once, over
37mm of rain was recorded at the site in
a single day!).
Groundwater levels in the Moira
Breccia showed no change as a result
of mining operations and, when
compared to water levels in the
alluvium and Gilwiskaw Brook, we
detected no reversal of flow from
the Brook to the alluvium. Alluvial
deposit data showed that groundwater
there was strongly influenced by
rainfall. During the winter, the
alluvium provided significant baseflow
to the Brook along its entire length.
All these data on groundwater levels
were collected and reviewed monthly,
and supplied to the Environment
Agency every quarter, enabling UK
Coal to demonstrate that its activities
were having no detrimental effect
on surface water level or flow in the
sensitive Gilwiskaw Brook.

Quality

So what of water quality? Fearing that
fish in the brook might be harmed by

Cobitis elongatoides

green algae, an annual average water
quality standard of 0.06 milligrams per
litre (mg/l) of phosphate is applied
for the Gilwiskaw Brook, lower than
would be applied for other water
bodies. However, in the vicinity of
the site, before 2008, the Gilwiskaw
Brook already recorded annual average
phosphate content of approximately
15 – 20mg/l. This was coming mainly
from a Water Treatment Works further
upstream. The introduction of a
phosphate-stripping unit at the works
reduced phosphate levels to c. 0.5mg/l
in 2009 – 2010 - which was better, but
still too high.
The possibility that phosphate
might be present in the Coal Measure
groundwater was a key concern for both
the Environment Agency and Natural
England – as were high chloride and
metal loadings, particularly from
old mineworkings and possible
groundwater rebound, as mentioned
above. Phosphate had not been
detected in groundwater samples from
the Coal Measures before operations
began. However, when the site was
operating, phosphate was detected in
groundwater in the Coal Measures; but
the annual average limit of 0.06mg/l
was never exceeded, either there or

in any discharges from abstracted
groundwater from the sumps.
Comparing water-quality data
upstream and downstream of the
mine, we found that concentrations
of phosphate in the Gilwiskaw
Brook entering Minorca were now
significantly greater than those leaving
it: in other words, the site discharge had
a positive effect on water quality in the
Gilwiskaw Brook, by dilution.

Sump

By mid-2013, we were recording poorer
quality groundwater in the excavation
sump than in the surrounding Coal
Measure boreholes (including in the
sentient boreholes CM2 and CM8).
Concentrations of chloride, sulphate
and nickel were rising, while pH
showed a corresponding fall. This
suggested that poorer quality, deeper
minewater was beginning to enter
the excavation through the old
mineworkings encountered, as well
as by upflow through the base of
the excavation.
This trend continued throughout 2014
and 2015. Only in one borehole, CM4 to
the north of the site, did we encounter
any similar deterioration. At the end of
2014, with groundwater levels at

Mining fleet. Red marls of the Moira Breccia
overlying the Coal Measures clearly visible
in background
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c. 59.7m above ordnance datum (AOD),
a drop in three pH units was recorded
(from pH 8.0 to pH 5.0) in CM4
(Figures 5, 6). At the same time, we
observed a spike in conductivity and an
increase in nickel concentration.
A review of the borehole log
indicated that high inflows, possibly
associated with old mineworkings,
were encountered at 61m AOD. We
went on detecting poorer quality water
until September 2015 when, with
groundwater levels now at 54m AOD,
quality improved - as suddenly as it
had deteriorated. We concluded that,
as dewatering reduced the water
column in this borehole, poorer quality
water (associated with previously
unknown old mineworkings) began to
dominate; but that as groundwater level
was drawn below those workings, their
influence ceased.
The quality of abstracted
groundwater from sump to discharge
into the Gilwiskaw Brook was carefully
monitored in the various WTAs along
its flow-path. Additional measures,
such as dilution with cleaner water
and installation of straw bales into the
WTAs, were implemented - with the
aim of reducing the influence of poorer
quality water on the overall discharge,

as well as retaining suspended
solids. Monitoring of discharges and
of the brook showed that despite
slight downstream increases in
boron, dissolved iron, sodium and
conductivity (compared to upstream),
these were insignificant when compared
to background water quality.

Successful

Minorca operated successfully, without
detriment to the Gilwiskaw Brook, until
March 2016 when mining ceased. In
May 2016, the discharge permits were
surrendered. Restoration had been
undertaken progressively, and was
complete by November 2016. Wardell
Armstrong were asked by UKCSMR to
review post-operational water monitoring
data, and liaise with the Environment
Agency to confirm that there had been
no long-term effect on groundwater, and
that conditions were returning to preoperational ones.
The data reviewed and analysed during
operation showed that there had been no
reduction in groundwater quality either
in the alluvium, the Moira Breccia or the
Coal Measures - except for the short-term
deterioration detected in CM4. When
the short-term nature of this trend and
its link to old mineworkings were made,

Borehole drilling in progress

we predicted that when groundwater
rebound occurred, the same trend would
be seen once again.
Sure enough, as groundwater in
CM4 passed up through the relevant
elevations, pH fell and conductivity rose
once more. With time, concentrations
are expected to return to pre-operational
conditions as the groundwater in the Coal
Measures reaches pre-operational levels.
Nearly a year since entering the
post-operational phase, groundwater
levels in the Coal Measures have
rebounded generally to within one metre
of where they were before we started.
Groundwater level monitoring continues
(albeit at a much reduced frequency).
Once Coal Measure groundwater reaches
pre-operational levels, monitoring
will cease.
Through the three years of Minorca’s
operational life, and into its restoration
period, flows and quality of ground
and surface waters were measured
both manually and automatically.
The experience has proved, to my
satisfaction at least, that it can indeed be
feasible to operate a surface mine in an
environmentally sensitive site, as long as
whoever undertakes the task is prepared
for the arduous business of monitoring
the water environment fully. ◆
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ENDORSED TRAINING/CPD
MEETING
Lapworth’s Logs

DATE

VENUE AND DETAILS

N/A

‘Lapworth’s Logs’ is a series of e-courses involving practical exercises of
increasing complexity. Contact: info@lapworthslogs.com. Lapworth’s
Logs is produced by Michael de Freitas and Andrew Thompson

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE MANY MORE MEETINGS FOR WHICH WE DO NOT HAVE SPACE.
ALWAYS CHECK WITH WWW.GEOLSOC.ORG.UK/LISTINGS

EVENTS
MEETING

DATE

Lyell Meeting 2018: Mass extinctions – understanding the world’s worst crises
Geological Society
Joint Committee on Palaeontology (Pal Ass,
Micropal Soc.,Pal Soc.)

VENUE AND DETAILS

7 March

Venue: Burlington House. One day conference. Fees and discounts
apply; student members free – see online.
Contact: Naomi Newbold E: naomi.newbold@geolsoc.org.uk

14 March

Venue: Burlington House. Evening meeting. Topic: Izmit Bay Bridge.
Time: 17:30 for 18:00. Speaker: Jacob Chako of Fugro.

22 March

Venue: Burlington House. Competition, now in its 7th year. Find out
more online. Contact: Will Foreman E: will.foreman@geolsoc.org.uk

Bridging a Plate Tectonic Boundary
Engineering Group
National Schools Geology Challenge Finals
Geological Society
Research in Progress meeting
GSL Geochemistry Group
Min Soc
Satellite Top Trumps : The Geological
Edition
Geological Society Public Lecture
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27-28 March

28 March

Venue: St Andrews University. See online for details.
Contact: Geochemistry Group E: c.r.pearce@noc.ac.uk
Venue: Burlington House. Speaker: Charlotte Bishop, Geological Remote Sensing Group. Matinee and Evening Performances. To enter the
draw for tickets, see online. See advert, p 06
Contact: E: receptionist@geolsoc.org.uk

GEOSCIENTIST CROSSWORD

THE FINAL CROSSWORD NO.223 SET BY PLATYPUS

WIN A SPECIAL
PUBLICATION!
The winner of the draw for the Geoscientist
Crossword (December/January) was:
Nigel Combley of Bledlow.
All correct solutions will be placed in the
draw, and the winner’s name printed in the
May issue. The Editor’s decision is final and
no correspondence will be entered into.
Closing date - March 19 2018.
Until May, winners will be notified in the
People section. Editor
The competition is open to all Fellows,
Candidate Fellows and Friends of the
Geological Society who are not current
Society employees, officers or trustees. This
exclusion does not apply to officers of joint
associations, specialist or regional groups.

		

ACROSS

07 Green Beryl (7)
08 Of the chamber, in an ammonite
for example (7)
10, 11, 13 & 22 
Title of Adams’s fourth Hitchiker’s Guide
book, quoting the dolphins. Platypus
suggests you fill this in RED (6)
12 Thousand (4)
14 Bygone twelvmonths (11)
19 Outdated, unfashionable, no longer
of the moment (10)
23 Monotrematic acrostician of
this parish (8)
24 Arabic greeting (6)
25 System comprising kidneys, ureters,
bladder and urethra (7)
26 Liberate the Editor (4, 3)

Please return your completed crossword
to Burlington House, marking your
envelope “Crossword”. Do not enclose any
other matter with your solution. Overseas
Fellows are encouraged to scan the signed
form and email it as a PDF to ted.nield@
geolsoc.org.uk

DOWN
01 Simplest pnictogen hydride (7)
02 Carbonaceous chemical mix used (once)
as a preservative and antiseptic (8)
03 To arrange in a straight row,
like ducks (6)
04 Plants, of supposedly ‘humanoid’
form, containing deliriant hallucinogenic
tropane alkaloids (8)
05 Likely to cause death (6)
06 Subject to middle-aged spread (7)
09 Extreme personal preference that
disfigures too many organisations (11)
15 Showy worthless rubbish, much seen
on Twitter for example (8)
16 Deformed by buckling for a second
time (8)
17 Bony cranial excrescences of deer (7)
18 Attained freedom from confinement (7)
20 Having the mind bent, for example,
to cause GBH (6)
21 Biblical wilderness sought by prophets
and imposed upon exiles. To leave
your post without permission (6)

Name ....................................................
...............................................................
Membership number ...........................
Address for correspondence ..............
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
...............................................................
Postcode ..............................................

SOLUTIONS DECEMBER/JANUARY
Across:
7 Chelate 8 Pillars 10 Natron 11 Upthrown
12 Eton 13 Dielectric 14 Aestivation
19 Anticlines 22 Cult 23 Parmesan 24 Inland
25 Similar 26 Plateau
Down:
1 Chianti 2 Florence 3 Stoned 4 Ointment
5 Floret 6 Brownie 9 Supervening
15 Talisman 16 Oncolite 17 Ontario 18 Plantar
20 Iambic 21 Shield
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BOOKS & ARTS
The Cambrian Fossils
of Chengjiang, China
The first edition of
The Cambrian fossils
of Chengjiang was
a ‘must have’ book
for palaeontologists.
Now I am afraid
you are all going to
have to fork out for
the second edition.
After 13 years, this
completely revised edition reflects the
significant amount of research that
has taken place over the last decade
or more on the remarkable Chengjiang
lagerstätte.
The fossil material of the
Chengjiang lagerstätte is of course
stuff to drool over and the envy of
palaeontologists who have to deal with
the more common forms of hard-part
preservation. Over 30 species have
been added to the taxonomic list,
reflecting a greater understanding of the
diversity and taxonomy of this biota,
which now boasts a total of over 250
species. A significant number of these
are still ‘floating around’ waiting for
their systematic identity card so the
Chengjiang case is far from
being closed.
The discovery is now over 30 years
old, being first found in 1984 by Hou
Xian-Guang, who is still active and one
of the authors of this new edition. Since
the first edition was published, the site
has been inscribed on the UNESCO
World Heritage List (in 2012) as a
‘globally outstanding example of a major
stage in the history of life, representing
a paleobiological window of great
significance’. As such, the 515-520 Ma
Chengjiang biota complements Canada’s
slightly younger, 505 Ma Burgess Shale
biota. The latter is somewhat less diverse
(c 120 known species) but has a similar
ecological structure; consequently, the
taxonomic similarities and differences
between the two are of particular
evolutionary interest and significance.
This second edition of The Cambrian
fossils of Chengjiang is much more than
a mere update. It provides an overview
of the lagerstätte and the rapidly
expanding literature on all aspects of its
geology, much of which is in Chinese
and otherwise difficult to access. The
format of the book is larger and many of
the photos are even better than before.
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The book would be a fine present for
any palaeontologist - even if you have
to treat yourself!
Reviewed by: Douglas Palmer
THE CAMBRIAN FOSSILS OF CHENGJIANG,
CHINA: THE FLOWERING OF EARLY ANIMAL LIFE.
(2nd edn.) by HOU XIAN-GUANG et al. Wiley Blackwell.
2017. ISBN 978-1-118-89638-9. Hbk 316 pp.
List price: £85.00 (hbk) £76.99 (e-book).

Written in Stone
This book, ably
edited by Dr
Ruth Shaffrey, is
a collection of 15
papers, together
with a Dedication,
Introduction,
Bibliography (of
the dedicatee), and
Index, assembled
to commemorate the life and work of
Fiona Roe (née Greig), one of the most
influential pioneers of the application of
geological knowledge and methods to
the understanding of stone objects from
British archaeological sites. Her early,
and perhaps most important, studies
concerned the character and provenance
of mainly Prehistoric axe-heads,
battleaxes, mace-heads, adzes,
and grindstones.
The emphasis in her later work lay on
what are usually styled ‘items of worked
stone’, including whetstones. Many of
these very numerous, short contributions
stemmed from financially constrained
developer-led excavations that left little
if any scope for detailed post-excavation
analysis. There is consequently a certain
tentative quality to these reports, with
the occasional lithological attribution
open to challenge.
The book has three parts: Implement
Petrology and Typology; Prehistoric Querns:
Form and Function; and Other Uses of
Stone. There is good geographical
balance in the topics examined. The
first two parts will be of most interest
to geologists of antiquarian persuasion.
Anderson-Whymark and others
write about Prehistoric mace heads in
Orkney. Neolithic axe-heads of Cornish
greenstone (dolerite/gabbro) and their
groupings and distribution are the
subject of a paper by Jones
and colleagues.

[

]
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Davis contributes (posthumously) a
searching account of the provenance
and distribution of axe-heads made from
the very varied rocks of the Borrowdale
Volcanic Group (central Cumbria), where
around 600 production sites have so far
been recognised. There is here enormous
scope for further work. In Shetland,
a local felsite has been exploited for a
range of artefacts, as a study by Ballin
with statistical support demonstrates.
Another igneous rock, the dolerite of
the Whin Sill, is prominent among
axe-heads and battle-axes distributed
over Yorkshire (Manby). As Fitzpatrick
shows, the question of when lava querns
from Germany began to appear in Britain
remains contentious.
One or two pot-boilers aside, the
papers are informative and interesting,
of very good quality, and plentifully
illustrated with photographs and
drawings. Here and there, however, the
production standards call for comment.
Some photographs are too dark and
others too small to be of much use. Some
drawings have absurdly small lettering
and others are ill-planned and too
crowded. These problems were avoidable.
Written in Stone is a stimulating read and
a worthy addition to the literature, from
which geologists can learn much about how
archaeologists currently approach items
of stone. But the price, while perhaps not
untoward, may be a deterrent.
Reviewed by: John R L Allen
WRITTEN IN STONE - PAPERS ON THE FUNCTION,
FORM AND PROVENANCING OF PREHISTORIC
STONE OBJECTS IN MEMORY OF FIONA ROE
by SHAFFREY, R (ed.), 2017, The Highfield Press, St.
Andrews, i-xiv, pp. 356, ISBN 978-0-9926336-8-4
List Price: £50.00

Graptolite Paleobiology
Graptolites might
have lost some of
their utilitarian
appeal even
to Palaeozoic
biostratigraphers but
they have gained
in palaeobiological
interest over the last
few decades. Graptolite Paleobiology marks
a useful point in graptolite studies when
it is appropriate to take stock of what has
been achieved.

Would you like to receive a free book and write a review?
Available titles are listed online, of which a small selection is shown below.
Contact the editor for further information TED.NIELD@GEOLSOC.ORG.UK

Arguably the last time this happened
was in 1955 when Bulman wrote the first
edition of the graptolite volume of the
Treatise. Maletz and contributors are to be
congratulated on pulling together such a
considerable body of research, stretching
back nearly 300 years, and for producing
such a beautifully illustrated and
informative book, which deserves a place in
every geological library.
It was 1735 when Linnaeus first noticed
this somewhat enigmatic group of fossils.
He coined the name Graptolithus, derived
from the Greek via modern Latin and
meaning ‘written rock’, although he
thought that they were the fossil remains
of plants.
Maletz reviews the progress that has
been made, especially since the early
decades of the 19th Century. At that time,
graptolite studies were broadly divided
between a European academic tradition
with a biological approach to the fossils
(especially in Sweden and subsequently
Poland), whereas in Britain the approach
was more utilitarian and biostratigraphical.
Although there was of course a more
general international interest in the
taxonomy and evolution of the graptolites,
this progressed quite independently of
any need to understand their biological
affinities. Conodont research had a similar
history of development.
Only in the mid-20th Century did
palaeobiological and biostratigraphical
approaches begin to merge. As with that
other group of enigmatic marine Palaeozoic
fossils (conodonts), the underlying
biological problem with graptolites was
the zoological identity of the graptolite
organism. Although microscope studies of
chemically isolated specimens by Swedish
palaeontologists had already presented
clues as to the graptolites’ pterobranch
affinity, it took another 70 years before
the new technologies of scanning and
transmission electron microscopy revealed
the true connection.
Despite a diminishing number of
researchers, great progress has been
made across the whole range of graptolite
studies in recent decades. Palaeobiology
cannot stand alone without support from
taxonomic and evolutionary research.
As Maletz shows so clearly, all have
benefited from the ability to examine
chemically isolated specimens by electron
microscopy both SEM and TEM. Crowther’s
‘breakthrough’ recognition in the late
1970s of the nature and origin of cortical
‘bandages’ in the structure of the graptolite

stipe led the way.
Much of the graptolite research literature
is notoriously scattered and often hard to
access but Graptolite Paleobiology provides an
excellent digest and is essential reading for
all advanced students.

Reviewed by: Douglas Palmer
GRAPTOLITE PALEOBIOLOGY
by JÖRG MALETZ. Wiley Blackwell. 2017. ISBN
978-1-118-51561-7. 323pp.
List Price: £130.00 (hbk) £45.00 (sbk)
e-book: £40.99
W: bit.ly/2DWU18K

Atlas of Trace Fossils
in Well Core
At the outset, your
reviewer will reveal
an embarrassing
secret: despite
logging cores for
nearly 40 years,
I have never
felt assured in
identifying trace
fossils. I can pick out Skolithos and
distinguish it from Chondrites and other
key genera, and use them to diagnose
environments and energy levels. But
how about those other enigmatic
markings, possibly of organic origin,
but not falling into the half-dozen or so
ichnogenera remembered from longago courses or well-thumbed manuals?
Now, thanks to Dirk Knaust’s excellent
textbook, I can face future ichnoquestions with renewed confidence.
I don’t think I shall be alone.

What makes this volume so attractive
is the quality and variety of its
photography. Each ichnogenus is figured
in slabbed core with multiple images,
with field photographs of ancient and
modern environments, some including
the creatures forming the traces.
Bedding planes and vertical sections are
shown, supported by sketches and other
three-dimensional representations of the
respective trace-fossil structures.
Marine forms dominate the atlas and
there is little on freshwater or terrestrial
trace fossils, although this reflects those
most commonly found in core. The
core photographs are mostly from the
Mesozoic of the Norwegian continental
shelf, so that carbonate environments have
limited coverage, which will restrict the
book’s usefulness within some basins.

Minor niggles: an atlas should be
easily navigable, and this one isn’t.
Some of the numerous illustrations
are separate from the relevant text.
Individual bibliographies for each section
involve needless repetition. And the
text diagram of ‘hierarchically arranged
diagnostic criteria’ for identifying the
ichnogenera described is valuable, but
an ‘idiots’ guide’ conveying the same
information in a series of thumbnail
sketches, referring to page numbers of
the detailed descriptions, would have
been of immense assistance. Some
advanced scholarship could have been
sacrificed for the sake of ease-of-use.
The book is not aimed at researchers,
who will already have Elsevier’s 2012
Developments in Sedimentology volume,
and who await the forthcoming Treatise
on Invertebrate Paleontology on the topic.
Other trace-fossil guides for nonspecialists exist, but most are course
manuals or oil-company in-house
compilations, often unavailable to the
general reader. An exception is the
SEPM Short Course No. 15 on Ichnology
by Ekdale, Bromley and Pemberton,
still available digitally, which though
dated (1984) remains a valuable resource,
especially for cash-strapped students.
But it lacks the photography and recent
advances of Knaust’s volume, which
is likely to become the standard tracefossil guide for postgraduates and
professionals.
Reviewed by: Graham Blackbourn
ATLAS OF TRACE FOSSILS IN WELL
CORE: APPEARANCE, TAXONOMY AND
INTERPRETATION
by DIRK KNAUST, 2017. Published by Springer
Nature 214pp (hbk) ISBN: 978-3-319-49836-2
e-book ISBN: 978-3-319-49837-9
List price: £74.50 e-book £58.99
W: bit.ly/2BklC0K

Write a review!
If you would like to contribute a review,
consult the list of available titles on p23.
Better still, go online to W: www.geolsoc.
org.uk/reviews for a list that is always
complete and up-to-date. Editor.
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BOOKS & ARTS
Risks, Rewards
and Regulation of
Unconventional Gas:
A Global Perspective
‘Unconventional
gas’ - a hot term that
evokes notorious
images of flaming
water taps in
Pennsylvania - is a
worldwide quest.
Now, it is Poland’s
turn to face all
the possible trials and tribulations of
extracting it from reluctant rock. Michael
Labelle highlights (in Chapter 14 of this
comprehensive, unreserved book) how
in that country, once again, it is lack of
governance, risk analysis and technology
deployment that lie at the root of all
problems.

Of course, it would be impossible to
discuss the risks, rewards, successes and
failures of unconventional gas without
mentioning the country that currently leads
the unconventional gas world – namely,
the USA. Famous for their unquestionable
success in exploiting and utilising shale
gas (while unintentionally damaging the
environment - a heavily publicised topic),
the book resists repeating all this, and
instead sensibly focuses its USA sections
on political and economic issues - an aspect
less often covered in more sensationalist
accounts.
With the words ‘risk’ and
‘unconventional gas’ in the title, it is a
tough book to review – and a brave one
to let loose into a world full of judgement
and critique but often short on facts and
understanding. When opinions become
so entrenched, factual science struggles
to have any effect on people whose minds
are made up and whose attitude to new
sources of hydrocarbons is part of their
identity. As John Adams puts it: “facts are
stubborn things, but our minds are even
more stubborn”.
This book fights against this tendency. It
does not shy from controversy, but delivers
an honest and sober view of the past,
present and future of unconventional gas. It
does not aim overtly to alter opinions but,
steering clear of polemic, conveys an array
of scientific, social, political and economic
facts to help dispassionate readers weigh
up the pros and cons for themselves.
Despite much political terminology, a text
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heavily laden with acronyms, and a slightly
confusing layout, it is the ideal book for
anyone wishing to develop an unbiased,
factual understanding of the exploitation
of unconventional gas globally. It takes a
unique approach by comparing countries’
differing viewpoints on unconventional
gas and their different regulatory regimes,
providing an opportunity, perhaps, for
countries to learn from one another’s
mistakes – and successes.
It should prove a valuable text for
governments, researchers and energy
enthusiasts alike.

Reviewed by: Olivia Milton-Thompson
RISKS, REWARDS AND REGULATION OF
UNCONVENTIONAL GAS: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
edited by R QUENTIN GRAFTON, IAN G CRONSHAW AND
MICHAL C MOORE, 2017. Published by: Cambridge
University Press 494pp (hbk) ISBN: 9781107120082
List Price: £71.99
W: doi.org/10.1017/9781316341209

Map Interpretation
for Structural
Geologists
The concept of this
short and simple
book is to provide the
autodidact student of
geological maps with
exercises in the use
of strike lines, with
a view to resolving
exam-grade structural and engineering
problems.

The ‘text’ is very brief, to the point, almost
in minimalist note form. The black and
white maps used are mostly extracts from
earlier books of map construction, with
superimposed coloured overlays showing how
the strike lines and dips have been inferred.
Thus the purpose is to provide worked
examples, so that the student rehearses the
skill of strike-line construction on increasingly
complex problems, hence the need for the use
of three-colour printing.
That would be all that needs to be said
about this short and focused book, except that
the pedagogy depends upon the following
constraints; that the student has already read
a good textbook on structural geology, is
conversant with the technical jargon and has
already worked through a foundation course
on geological maps.
Its shortcomings are equally simple; because
of the much-abbreviated explanations, the
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text is not developmental or even pleasing to
read. Self-learners may even at times be left
scratching their heads. One example on page
nine shows a graphical derivation of true dip,
with no explanation. The illustration appears
on the face of it to be obvious, until we then see
later examples in the rest of the book, which
do not appear follow the same pattern of the
illustration, leaving the student high and dry.
One further example is the frequent referral
to solutions that have been inferred from
‘stereonet calculation’ without any further
reference or back-up to assist the student
further. This all lends a rather niggardly feel
to the presentation which the authors probably
assume is self-explanatory. However all the 40
examples are actually well-tried classics and
they do work, so the basic information is there
to be worked at.
In short, the treatment would suit an
intermediate to advanced student preparing
for a structural geology exam, or a working
geologist who needs to refresh the method.
However the price does imply that is was a
short print-run and may therefore only be
available only in specialist libraries.

Reviewed by: Arthur Tingley
MAP INTERPRETATION FOR
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGISTS
by N BOSE and S MUKHERJEE 2017 Published by:
Elsevier [paperback, pp120 ] ISBN 9780128096819
List Price: £100.00
W: www.elsevier.com

New Zealand
Landscape:
Behind the Scene
New Zealand’s
landscape is like
Scotland on acid:
a young, exotic
botanical garden
atop a split twisted
submerged continent
spun off by
Gondwana. I was captivated by an early
visit, and have been back subsequently
to marvel at the vividly active creation of
this land. I wish I’d had this book back
then: now I have it, I want to return more
than ever.

Paul Williams is a Kiwi with a lifetime’s
fascination for the tectonic and surface
processes that have moulded the country he
obviously loves. He is Emeritus Professor
in the School of Environment, University of
Auckland, and has a long-standing research

Would you like to receive a free book and write a review?
Available titles are listed online, of which a small selection is shown below.
Contact the editor for further information TED.NIELD@GEOLSOC.ORG.UK

interest in geomorphology. In writing
this extremely comprehensive, clearly
referenced and detailed book he seeks to
explain, step by step, how the variety of
picturesque scenes can be pieced together
through evolution. He admirably sets
out a vast, effortlessly clear chronology
of geologic events, culminating in an
assessment of the impacts and risks
caused by humans intervening in
an active, often hazardous, natural
environment.
His educational talent has a helpful
effect on the format. Like a military
briefing, you’re told what you’re going to
read, you read it, then you’re reminded
what you just read. Each chapter starts
with a short introduction that poses a
central question. Williams takes us on
a journey of investigation to amass and
consider all the evidence, encompassing
excellent diagrams, maps and
breathtaking colour landscape and aerial
photographs. A short conclusion followed
by an extensive bibliography references
each chapter.
It would be easy to highlight the
riveting geologic issues of active volcanoes
and earthquakes of New Zealand, but
William’s tours de force are the impressive
central chapters on the landscape
development of New Zealand through
immensely powerful water and glacial
erosion to form a wide spectrum of types
and features. We look at mass movement
and the work of rivers, we consider the
balance of rock removal and the counter
process of uplift. Williams picks apart
the ancestral history of river valleys to
comprehend geologic formation. A noted
specialist in karst hydrogeology, Williams
lyrically explains the bizarre subterranean
landscapes abounding in both North and
South Islands. Glaciation and periglacial
processes are richly evidenced and
Williams unravels their effects alongside
climate change.
This encyclopaedic book is a significant
development in collating a richly detailed
4-D picture of New Zealand and an
accessible knowledge bank upon which
risk management can be considered to
safeguard people’s future.

Reviewed by Jessica Cadzow-Collins
NEW ZEALAND LANDSCAPE:
BEHIND THE SCENE
by PAUL W WILLIAMS, 2017. Published by: Elsevier
470pp(pbk) ISBN: 978-0-12-812493-2
List Price: £118.00
W: bit.ly/2DVqFKl

Sedimentology of
Paralic Reservoirs:
Recent Advances
This is a good
compilation of
research offering a
suite of analogues
to aid the study of
paralic reservoirs.
It begins with an
excellent overview
by Reynolds, providing a helicopter-type
perspective of reservoir architecture,
recovery efficiency and stratigraphic and
sedimentological description of paralic
systems, with a subsurface uncertainty
focus that can be used to better appraise
and manage such reservoir systems.
This forms the foundation of a suite of
case-study-based papers from outcrop
to subsurface, containing much detail
that will be of value for benchmarking
subsurface systems.
Most are largely descriptive works that
provide insights and reference points
for those studying analogous paralic
systems. The excellent paper by Flood
and Hampson on the Ness Formation
in the Brent Field offers an interesting
insight into the potentially predictive
variability in sandbody architecture and
controls of a floodplain system tied to
accommodation space and location on the
coastal plain.
Longhitano and Steel’s paper on
controls on sandbody geometry and
architecture in tidal seaways based on
work from the Cretaceous in Wyoming
and the Tertiary of the Calabrian arc,
Italy provide an insight into stacking
patterns and sandbody geometry in
tectonically controlled tidal seaway
systems. Gomis-Cartesio et al.’s work
on the shelf edge delta systems from
the Karoo in South Africa offers new
observations on the shape, scale and
geometry of slope channel systems and
their potential predictability. This is
another excellent contribution on these
superbly exposed South African shelf,
slope and basinal systems.
The other papers in this volume are
all very good compilations of good
quality, detailed research and analysis.
Paralic reservoirs remain an important
element of subsurface systems. With
the increasing ability of numerical
characterisations to include detailed
subsurface description and better

appreciation of how to assess and
manage subsurface uncertainty and
resulting risks the rich descriptions
offered by this volume are of value to
analogue and benchmark studies. This
is a useful compilation with a diverse
geographical spread that will doubtless
be of value to future workers.
The content does not fully reflect
the range of paralic depositional
systems, being tidal/wave process
dominated. I would also personally
have liked to see more papers focused
on field development and reservoir
management versus exploration and
appraisal, reflecting todays need to focus
increasingly in recovery efficiency and
production geology but this is I suspect a
reflection of topics offered.
Reviewed by: Mike Bowman
SEDIMENTOLOGY OF PARALIC RESERVOIRS:
RECENT ADVANCES
by G J HAMPSON, A D REYNOLDS, B KOSTIC AND M
R WELLS (Eds) 2017. Geological Society of London
Special publication SP444. 432pp, hbk
List Price: £120 Fellows’ Price: £60.
Other Societies’ Price: £75
W: www.geolsoc.org.uk/SP444
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 EW! Conservation paleobiology - science and
practice by Gregory Dietl & Karl Flessa (eds) 2017
University of Chicago Press316pp sbk
◆ NEW! Lakes - a very short introduction
	by Warwick F Vincent. 2017 Oxford University Press
146pp sbk
◆ NEW! Building Stone Atlas of Sussex
	by Roger Cordiner and Anthony Brook 147pp sbk
◆	
NEW! Tectonic Evolution of the Eastern Black Sea
and Caucasus
	by Sosson et al., GSPH Special publication #428
368pp hbk
◆	
NEW! Crustal Evolution of Idia and Antarctica: The
Supercontinent Connection
	by Pant & Dasgupta, GSPH/SCAR Special Publication
#457 359pp hbk
◆	
NEW! Geological Evolution of the Central Asian
Basins and the Western Tien Shan Range
by Brunet et al., GSPH Special Publication #427
605pp hbk
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◆	
boundary to Brixham area) & Geology of the
Dorset Coast (2nd Edn), by John C W Cope.
Geologists’ Association 122pp & 222pp resp., sbk.
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PEOPLE NEWS
DISTANT THUNDER
Geologist and science
writer Nina Morgan
celebrates some
serendipity
The Leicester University
geologist Trevor Ford [1925
– 2017] – the geological
guru of the Peak District in
Derbyshire - was not only
known for his expertise on
the geology of the decorative
fluorite known as Blue
John (see Distant Thunder,
August 2017). He was, by
all accounts an inspirational
teacher and taught in the
Geology Department of the
University of Leicester for 38
years. As well as producing
more than 500 research
papers, articles, reviews and
guidebooks covering the
minerals, mines, karst and
caves of the Peak District, he
also edited the journals of
a number of local societies.
And, it seems, he possessed
a knack for finding himself
in the right place at the right
time. Perhaps ‘serendipity’
was his middle name.
But whatever the case,
he certainly possessed the
willingness, enthusiasm and
ability to think outside the
Peak District ‘box’ to enable
him to make important
contributions in areas
ranging from astrogeology to
palaeontology.

Right place,
right time
In 1957, when a Leicester
schoolboy - Roger Mason found what appeared to be
a fossil in supposedly nonfossiliferous Precambrian
rocks of Charnwood Forest,
Ford just happened to be
the only lecturer present in
the Geology Department

Spot on!

when Mason turned up to report
his find. Although the accepted
knowledge at the time was that
fossils don’t occur in Precambrian
rocks, Ford took Mason seriously

University and his studies of
the Derbyshire Peak. As a
result he found himself right
on the spot in December
1965 when one of the largest

take his family on a week’s
holiday in Great Yarmouth.
Ford joined the team from
the Geology Department
at Leicester to search for
samples, but apparently
misunderstanding the joining
instructions, he turned up
on time, in the wrong place.
Undaunted, he walked out
into an adjacent field and
discovered a five- kilogramme
chunk of the meteorite lying
in a half-metre deep crater.
This turned out to be the
largest single sample of that
meteorite ever found. When
he eventually joined up with
his Department colleagues,
he learned that they had
only managed to find tiny
fragments.
Even in the wrong place,
some people, it seems,
have a knack for getting
things right!

➤ Acknowledgement

and drove out to Charnwood with
him to examine the fossil.
Described and named by Ford
in 1958, Charnia masoni turned
out to be the first Precambrian
fossil to be recognised, and
opened up a fruitful new field of
research. The experience led
Ford to go on to make important
contributions to the study of
Precambrian rocks in Australia,
Sweden, Canada and the United
States.

Wrong place,
right time
But in the end, he always
returned to his base at Leicester
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meteorites recorded in British
history landed in the village
of Barwell near Leicester,
sparking off a ‘meteorite
gold rush’. Museums offered
money for every fragment
found; meteorite hunters from
around the world flocked to
the area and search parties
rushed into action. For some
local residents, the meteor
strike was like manna from
heaven. One local resident
who a five-pound fragment
while digging around the
sprouts in his allotment
received the princely sum of
£39 10s for it – enough to

Sources for this vignette
include: Trevor Ford (1925
– 2017) a great geologist
by Tony Waltham,
Geology Today ,33, no
5, September-October
2017; Incoming! (Granta
Books) by Ted Nield ISBN
978-1-84708-241-1;
Close encounters of the
meteoric kind, available
from: W: www.bbc.co.uk/
insideout/eastmidlands/
series7/barwell_
meteorite.shtml. Read
his Society obituary at
W: www.geolsoc.org.uk/
About/History/Obituaries2001-onwards/
Obituaries-2017/TrevorDavid-Ford-1925-2017
or in Geoscientist 27.10
November 2017.

* Nina Morgan is a geologist and
science writer based near Oxford.
Her latest book, The Geology of
Oxford Gravestones, is available via
www.gravestonegeology.uk

GEOSCIENTIST PEOPLE NEWS

Geoscientists in the news and on the
move in the UK, Europe and worldwide

Accommodation in London
Visiting London? Exceptionally comfortable bed and
breakfast in West Hampstead (NW London) available for
short lets. Special rates for GSL Fellows - £25 per night.
Direct access to Green Park via Jubilee line. Maximum
30 mins journey to Burlington House door-to-door!
Contact E: barbiedrillsma@gmail.com.

The Society notes with
sadness the passing of:
Booth, Tony *
Chillingworth, Patrick Cecil Hamilton *
Drysdall, Alan Roy *
Droogmans, Serge L *
Elueze, Anthony Azbuike *
Fischer, Alfred*
Helm, Derick *
Helm, Douglas George *
Howell, Frank Travis *
Kelly, Desmond Michael *
Laws, Michael James *
Leighton, James *
Marshall, Mr John A *
O’Reilly, Kevin J O *
Parker, Andrew
Shepherd, Colin*
Shingleton, Sam *
Whitlow, Roy *
Young, Paul Ivor *
Ziegler, Walter H *
In the interests of recording its Fellows’
work for posterity, the Society publishes
obituaries online, and in Geoscientist.
The most recent additions to the list are
in shown in bold. Fellows for whom no
obituarist has yet been commissioned are
marked with an asterisk (*). The symbol
§ indicates that biographical material has
been lodged with the Society.

CAROUSEL
All Fellows of the Society are entitled to entries in this column.
Please email ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk, quoting your Fellowship number.

◆ Steve Hencher
Author of Practical Engineering
Geology and Practical Rock
Mechanics, and Emeritus Professor
of Engineering Geology at the
University of Leeds, recently found an audio
tape of Evert Hoek’s keynote lecture on weak
rock masses (Leeds, 1990). The lecture went
unpublished (Balkema 1993) because of time
constraints. This plus slides, compiled by Sam
Hencher at Chimney Deutschland studios,
Berlin, can be seen/downloaded at
www.hencherassociates.com under
‘rock mass characterisation’.

◆ Bernard Leake
Reveals how both the chronic
publication and overall GSL deficits
in the 30 years 1950–1980 were
reversed, and the Publishing House

established, in ‘From red to black lines
and how it was achieved: a personal
recollection of the finances and formats of
the QJGS-JGS and QJEG, 1950–88 and
the formation of the Publishing House’.
W: bit.ly/2E1HKA2

◆ Stephen Sparks
CBE, former President of the
Society and lately Professorial
Research Fellow at Bristol
University, was knighted in the
New Year’s Honours List for services to
Volcanology and Geology. In celebration,
the Society has made the following papers
free to access on the Lyell Collection
W: bit.ly/2FcGdX4, W: bit.ly/2GfsujP,
W: bit.ly/2nbtZGX,
W: bit.ly/2naaD5H,
W: bit.ly/2rI5Ddw.

If you would like to contribute an obituary,
please email ted.nield@geolsoc.org.uk
to be commissioned. You can read the
guidance for authors at www.geolsoc.
org.uk/obituaries. To save yourself
unnecessary work, please do not write
anything until you have received a
commissioning letter.
Deceased Fellows for whom no obituary is
forthcoming have their names and dates
recorded in a Roll of Honour at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/obituaries.

Help your obituarist

The Society operates a scheme for Fellows
to deposit biographical material. The
object is to assist obituarists by providing
contacts, dates and other information, and
thus ensure that Fellows’ lives are accorded
appropriate and accurate commemoration.
Please send your CV, publications list and a
photograph to Ted Nield at the Society.
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OBITUARY Mike Brooks 1936-2017

P

rofessor Michael
(Mike) Brooks
graduated in BSc
Geology and
obtained a PhD in
1960 at Birmingham University
on the interpretation of gravity
and magnetic surveys of the
Malvern Hills. He was first
employed by the BGS then
took up a lecturing post at UC
Swansea in 1967. Mike was
appointed Professor of Geology
at UC Cardiff and Head of
Geology Department in 1977.

Distinguished geophysicist and tireless advocate
of geoscience education who revitalised Cardiff
University’s Department of Geology

Modernising

Mike took on the task of
modernising the Cardiff
Geology Department in
all aspects of teaching and
research. The Department
became a research leader in
palaeomagnetism, seismic
exploration, structural geology
and environmental geophysics.
During his tenure as Head of
Department, Mike saw through
a period of radical changes; the
University mergers of UCC/
UWIST and Departments of
Geology and MINEX. He also
managed the governmentdriven merger of Cardiff and
Swansea Geology and Ocean
Sciences Departments to form
the basis of present School of
Earth & Ocean Sciences.
Throughout this period of
great change, Mike sustained
his research interests and
publications. He was passionate
in applying geophysics to
explore the South West of the
UK, utilizing the seismic waves
produced by the rock blasts of
quarries in the region to better
understand the SW region’s
deep geological structure.
Other research interests

MIKE TOOK
ON THE TASK
OF MODERNISING THE
CARDIFF GEOLOGY
DEPARTMENT IN
ALL ASPECTS OF
TEACHING AND
RESEARCH
included the plate tectonics
of the eastern Mediterranean
region where he undertook
numerous research cruises.

Education

Mike’s other passion
was updating geoscience

HELP YOUR OBITUARIST

Curriculum. Mike took early
retirement from Cardiff in 1993.

Energy

Mike was active in the
Geological Society of London,
serving on Council as a VicePresident, on Specialist Groups,
Publications, Editorial Board,
Chairman of the Joint Education
Committee and part-time
Geological Society Education
and Training Officer (1994–2001).
Mike played a major part in
setting up the accreditation
scheme for geoscience degree
courses which continues to
ensure that minimum days
and standards of field work
training are preserved by degree
programmes. Mike worked with
the WJEC for 25 years on GCSE
and A-level Geology assessment,
serving as Chairs of Examiners
and Curriculum Review Groups.
Mike also served on many
NERC committees and
working groups.
As a man with enormous
education, developing new
energy and vision, Mike
teaching programmes to reflect was an enthusiastic friend
the research revolution. He
and mentor to many. Many
employed the BSc Geophysics
students remember his lectures
students to help with research
delivered off the cuff writing
fieldwork, a true pioneer of
frenetically on a whiteboard
‘research-led’ teaching. Mike
with only 35mm slides to
taught a flagship first year
act as illustrations. His total
module on the Structure
enthusiasm for applied
of Earth and geophysics
geophysics research and
modules in Years 2 and 3. He
teaching inspired many of his
was passionate about taking
students to pursue life-long
students out into the field to
careers in the subject. Our
learn key skills hands-on. His
thoughts lie with his wife Cathie
co-authored applied geophysics and his children.
textbook with Phil Kearey has
been highly successful. Mike
➤ By Dr Peter Brabham CGeol
ran outreach events and INSET
◆A longer biography, and
courses to assist primary
personal tributes, may be
schools with the delivery of
found online. Editor.
Earth science in the National

 

The Society operates a scheme for Fellows to deposit biographical material. The object is to assist obituarists by providing contacts, dates and
other information, and thus ensure that Fellows’ lives are accorded appropriate and accurate commemoration. Please send your CV and a photograph to Ted Nield at the Society.
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OBITUARY Alan Ernest Mussett 1935-2017

A

lan Mussett,
eminent geophysical
educator, was
born in Lewisham
on 24 April 1935
and died on 12 May 2017 in
Liverpool aged 82 after a long
illness. Alan was a former
Head of Geophysics at the
University of Liverpool and
a past Secretary of the British
Geophysical Association. He
was an astute, scrupulous
and amiable physicist who
made notable contributions to
palaeomagnetism, K-Ar dating,
and geophysical education in
the UK.

Geophysical university educator and former
Secretary of the British Geophysical Association

Blackett

His interest in geophysics
started as an early PhD student
recruited by the Cosmic-Ray
Physicist, Nobel Laureate,
PMS (Lord) Blackett who
moved from Manchester to
Imperial College to set up a
palaeomagnetic laboratory
to examine the origin and
past behaviour of the earth’s
magnetic field. Alan’s brief was
to see how the magnetization
of rocks was affected by
pressure – the piezomagnetic
effect; a difficult project but
Alan developed his theoretical
skills and experimental flair to
demonstrate that the effect was
too small to affect the dramatic
results on how magnetic polar
paths from different continents
changed with time which later
led to the acceptance of the
hypothesis of continental drift.
After his PhD in 1961 he
became Lecturer in Physics
at the University of Nairobi
where he built, from sundry
parts, a paleomagnetic lab with
an astatic magnetometer (still

operational today!) which
was used to record the
polarity transition across
the Matuyama – Gauss
boundary from lava flows
from Ngorongoro crater. He
also sampled the Ethiopian
Traps to compare their
magnetization with the
Aden volcanics on the other
side of the Red Sea, formed
during the break up of
Africa from Arabia through
seafloor spreading.

Nairobi

While at Nairobi
he interacted with
geophysicists from
Leicester and Birmingham
investigating the deep

HE WAS AN
ASTUTE,
SCRUPULOUS AND
AMIABLE PHYSICIST
WHO MADE NOTABLE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
PALAEOMAGNETISM,
K-AR DATING, AND
GEOPHYSICAL
EDUCATION IN
THE UK
structure beneath the East
African Rift with gravity and
seismic surveys, which became
the Kenya Rift International

Seismic Project (KRISP) from
1985 – 1995. Alan was in charge
of firing large explosive charges
in the hostile Lake Turkana!
Alan returned to the UK in
1967 to set up a K-Ar dating lab
at the University of Liverpool.
He worked with Brent
Dalrymple, later President of
AGU, at his state-of-the art rockdating lab at USGS in California
where they did vital work on
sources of atmospheric
Argon contamination in
K/Ar dating, finding evidence
for initial 36Ar in volcanic
rocks with implications for the
interpretation of laboratory
data. A critical development
was the use of 3-dimensional
plots in K-Ar dating. His 40
Ar– 39Ar step-heating ages
for the Tertiary igneous
rocks of Mull, Scotland
demonstrated the success of his
methodologies.
Alan was interested in
everything, everywhere but his
first priority was geophysical
education. He was the lead
author in two classic textbooks:
The Inaccessible Earth with
Geoff Brown and Looking into
the Earth with Aftab Khan. He
had a phenomenal knowledge
of all aspects of solid earth
geophysics and was much
in demand as an external
examiner. He is survived by his
cousin, Sue Lucas.
We shall all miss his lively
company, encyclopaedic
knowledge, generous
hospitality and sense
of humour.

➤  By Aftab Khan with contributions
by Andrew Brock, Nick Kusnir,
and Peter Styles
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OBITUARY Louis Macchi 1954 – 2017

L

ou Macchi was born in
London and his lifelong interest in geology
was inspired by a
teacher in secondary
school. In 1975 he obtained a
First Class Honours Degree
in Geology and Geography
at Hull University (only the
second person to have done so)
where he also completed his
PhD on the sedimentology of
the Penrith Sandstone. He was
one of the earliest Chartered
Geologists (CGeol).
After Hull, he became staff
tutor at Liverpool University,
before becoming Manager
of Reservoir Geology for a
consultancy near Chester.

Distinguished sedimentologist and founder of
Reservoir Associates, who was instrumental in the
first oil strike off the Falklands

Reservoir Associates

In 1988, he set up Reservoir
Associates with two colleagues.
The partnership soon divided
into Reservoir Associates
International run by Lou and
Reservoir Associates North Sea
run by his long-term friend and
colleague Brian Cullen.
Lou worked on projects in
34 countries worldwide and on
both the onshore and offshore
UK. He was one of the first
members of the original team
in 2004 that developed the Sea
Lion play in the Falklands,
resulting in the first well
hitting oil. Many more wells
were drilled and hundreds of
metres of core obtained and
Lou worked through them
all, eventually seeing the
early models validated. His
beautifully-drawn core logs
and reservoir models have
underpinned the project others
have taken forward.
His research into the
geometries of sandbodies

focused on fluvial, fluviodeltaic and aeolian deposits
but also included lagoonal,
shoreface-shelf and
turbidite systems, providing
analogue information
for use in predicting
lateral dimensions etc.
for reservoir-simulation
purposes.
He was involved in setting
up and co-ordinating
multi-disciplinary research
projects, involving several
universities, to investigate
the origin and geochemistry
of chlorite and illite cements
in the Southern North Sea.
He was a great field
geologist and his field
excursions were legendary,

HELP YOUR OBITUARIST

as was his ability to enjoy the
‘après geology’ into the small
hours, appearing next morning
without any apparent illeffects. He ran field trips to the
Tunisian Sahara so often that
he became known by locals as
“Loup du Desert” - a pun on
his name, of course meaning
‘Desert Wolf’.

Tuareg

His many adventures included
hiding behind a sand dune all
night when the Tuareg visited
his camp in the Sahara, driving
into Algiers as the tanks
arrived when the army took
control in 1992 and digging
roads and crossing crocodileinfested rivers in Madagascar.

He had a rare ability to
explain the complexities of
his subject to both peers and
students and could talk to
anyone, irrespective of their
background. Everyone has
said how much they learned
from him and how greatly
they valued his technical and
commercial understanding, his
meticulous attention to detail,
his positive, pragmatic attitude,
his warm personality and his
sense of humour.
A testament to Lou was
the huge number of family,
friends and colleagues who
attended his funeral. Lou’s nongeological interests included
walking in the Cheshire
countryside where he lived
with his wife Alison, spending
time in the local pub, eating
and drinking with friends and
driving his Aston Martin.

HE WAS A
GREAT FIELD
GEOLOGIST AND HIS
FIELD EXCURSIONS WERE
LEGENDARY, AS WAS
HIS ABILITY TO ENJOY
THE ‘APRÈS GEOLOGY’
INTO THE SMALL HOURS,
APPEARING NEXT
MORNING WITHOUT
ANY APPARENT
ILL-EFFECTS
➤  By Alison Macchi, Brian

Cullen, Peter Youngs, Dave
Bodecott and Chris Pullan

◆ A longer version of this obituary
is available online. Editor

The Society operates a scheme for Fellows to deposit biographical material. The object is to assist obituarists by providing contacts, dates and
other information, and thus ensure that Fellows’ lives are accorded appropriate and accurate commemoration. Please send your CV and a photograph to Ted Nield at the Society.
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OBITUARY Geoffrey Brunstrom 1925-2016

W

orking for BP in
the early ‘sixties,
Geoff Brunstrom’s
analysis of past
unsuccessful
drilling in Dorset led him to
conclude that the pre-Albian
structure, not the more obvious
Alpine structure, was the key
to success in this basin. Oil
was discovered at Wareham by
BP in 1964 in such a structure,
and had BP retained the
operatorship of the exploration
venture it would have led on
to its discovery of the giant
Wytch Farm Oilfield in another
pre-Albian structure. But BP’s
management chose instead
to assign operatorship to its
partner, the Gas Council, and it
is they who are remembered as
the discoverer: “…..even now I
find it hard to bear” he wrote to
me in 2007.

Geologist with British Petroleum, whose insight
led to commercial oil discoveries in Dorset

published several papers on the
basin’s Permian rocks.
Geoff had an uneasy
relationship with BP’s senior
management, and in 1979 while
holidaying in the Lake District
he decided to resign, at the age
of 55. He and Sheila settled in
Ambleside among the fells and
lakes that he loved. Natural
history, industrial archaeology,
railways, and fell-walking
occupied the next 17 years of
Geoff’s retirement. When they
eventually moved it was to the
flatter terrain of Stokesley in
North Yorkshire, still within
sight of the hills.

Controlled

He was a first-rate geologist
with a rather private, controlled
manner, verging on the
puritanical. He died on 8 July
2016 aged 90 at Middleton Hall,
Darlington, and is survived by
his wife Sheila, sons Richard and
Alan, and four grandchildren.

Stocksfield

Rudolph Geoffrey Waldemar
Brunstrom was born in
Stocksfield, Northumberland,
on 8 November 1925, the son
of a coal exporter of Swedish
descent. After attending
Newcastle Grammar School
(with a period evacuated to
Penrith that left a lifelong love
of the Lake District) he entered
Emmanuel College Cambridge
in 1943 to study chemistry and
geology. Unusually, while still an
undergraduate he spent several
years working with BP (then the
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company)
in England and ‘Persia’ before
returning to Cambridge and
completing his degree (First
Class Honours) in 1950. He then
re-joined BP as a geologist, a
company he remained with for
the whole of his career.

Initially he resumed work
in Iran, but Anglo-Iranian’s
nationalisation in May
1951 led to the withdrawal
of all its personnel. The
Company needed to identify
oil reserves elsewhere,
and Geoff was posted
to Switzerland to assess
prospects in the Molasse
Basin. While there he met
Sheila Baillie, a Scottish
nurse, whom he married in
1953. A period well-sitting
in the UK followed, and then
in the tropical rainforests of
Papua New Guinea, before
returning in 1958 to Eakring,
Nottinghamshire, the base
for exploration in the East
Midlands and Wessex Basin.

Geoff Brunstrom had been
a Fellow of the Geological
Society since 1947, and in 1962
he was awarded its Wollaston
Fund for his work in those
areas, on which he published
several papers in the 1960s.

Head Office

In 1963 the family moved
to Reigate, and Geoff joined
BP’s head-office exploration
team in London, although
his commuting lifestyle
was interrupted by periods
overseeing the Company’s
operations in New Zealand and
Holland. As Southern North
Sea gas exploration gathered
pace in the mid-1960s he
played an important part, and

BP’S
MANAGEMENT
CHOSE INSTEAD TO
ASSIGN OPERATORSHIP
TO ITS PARTNER, THE
GAS COUNCIL, AND
IT IS THEY WHO ARE
REMEMBERED AS THE
DISCOVERER: “…..
EVEN NOW I FIND IT
HARD TO BEAR” HE
WROTE
➤  By Michael F Ridd, with help
from Alan Brunstrom
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GEOSCIENCE JOBS

Geoscience Jobs is the offical jobs platform for the Geological Society.

Whether you are searching for a new role, or in a managerial position
keen to advertise a new vacancy, you will be able to access and use
jobs.geolsoc.org.uk knowing it is tailored to a broad spectrum of specialist
earth science professions. Managed by the Geological Society of London,
Geoscience Jobs is an essential resource for any earth science professional
looking for the next step in their career.

LIVE NOW
SIGN UP & RECEIVE UPDATES
ON THE SITE AND BE THE FIRST
TO KNOW WHEN THE FIRST
WAVE OF WORLDWIDE
OPPORTUNITIES IS PUBLISHED

jobs.geolsoc.org.uk
IF YOU HAVE A JOB VACANCY TO ADVERTISE CALL DIRECTLY ON 01727 739 182

New publications

to add to your bookshelf

Browse the Online Bookshop for these and other titles from
the Geological Society and other earth science publishers,
www.geolsoc.org.uk/bookshop
Special Publications and Memoirs are also available as
an electronic version in the Lyell Collection, as part of the
Full Book Collection (for subscribing Fellows). Find out more at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/fellowsaccess##fullbookcollection

FELLOWS
RECEIVE UP TO

50%

DISCOUNT ON HARD COPY
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
AND MEMOIRS

